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During 2009, PRIMUS became involved in several situations where wet packs (or wet loads in
non-clinical settings) were causing difficulties with end users.

In 2009, PRIMUS published three DYK that addressed the causes and solutions to these type
problems.  Specifically, they were DYK #7, #8, and #17.

As explained in DYK #7, a wet pack in a clinical setting is a very serious issue.  The wet load,
by law, cannot be used and must be re-processed.  This, in turn, causes the hospital or surgical
center to fall behind in its daily routine. These inefficiencies are costly and often highly
emotional.

In virtually every case, the root cause of the wet loads was due to poor steam quality!

It is also worth noting that the end users unanimously and insistently believed their problems
were due to a malfunction with the steam sterilizer itself!  This obviously made for extremely
difficult troubleshooting and ultimate problem resolution.

Poor steam quality was usually caused by the inadequate design of the steam system, including
the following factors:

Long piping runs from the in-house boiler to the sterilizer(s) with one or
more “dead legs” (one temporary piping run was over 300 feet)

Lack of a bucket steam trap placed in the proper physical relationship to the
sterilizer

Lack of a steam separator placed in the proper physical relationship to the
sterilizer

Steam pressure not up to specification

PRIMUS, dealers, representatives, ASA, and end users spent untold hours and expense
working to identify and rectify the root cause(s).  At the end of the day, PRIMUS’ reputation
was damaged, end users were upset, and dealers, representatives, and ASA wasted time and
money – not a good situation, to say the least.
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All of this could have been easily avoided if the proper attention to steam
quality was provided early in the project (well before installation and
start-up).  This cannot be left for the end user as generally their knowledge
of steam systems is poor or nonexistent.

To help, PRIMUS has attached a drawing of how in-house steam should be properly
plumbed to a sterilizer.  Please review this drawing in detail and get back to PRIMUS
with any questions.

In any future installations, the features included in this drawing must be thoroughly
evaluated with the end user prior to the installation of the sterilizer.  The costs and
logistics of the system upgrade must be agreed to with the end customer. Steam system
upgrade costs should be an end user responsibility as is the case with other utility
requirements.

Again, discussions and agreements prior to installation will be the key to
having a happy customer and a well functioning sterilization process.

Other Technical Recommendations

Elevation wise, the separator should be mounted near but not above the sterilizer inlet with
the trap line locating the bucket trap close to the floor. The bottom of the bucket trap should
not be set below the drain line elevation.

PRIMUS recommends an Eaton Cast Iron Steam Separator, sized appropriately for the
application.

PRIMUS’ steam pressure requirement, as detailed in our approval drawings, specifies “60 -
80 psig dynamic pressure.”

PRIMUS’ recommendation on steam piping is threaded black iron or threaded brass pipe.
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